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322 The Parkway, Bradbury, NSW 2560

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 2 Area: 638 m2 Type: House

https://realsearch.com.au/322-the-parkway-bradbury-nsw-2560-3


$790,000

Situated on quiet leafy street, this stunning, contemporary 3-bedroom gem sits on a generous 643sqm parcel, only

minutes from Campbelltown Hospital, MacArthur Square, many wonderful restaurants and cafes and great school

catchment, yet amongst the trees and warm, inviting interiors you will feel miles away. Step inside and you'll immediately

be captivated by the warmth and charm of this home. The 3 spacious bedrooms, complete with built-in robes, offer the

perfect sanctuary for relaxation and tranquility. Wake up to the gentle embrace of the morning sun in each room, creating

a soothing ambiance that sets the tone for the rest of the house. Inside the bathroom, you'll find a fitted corner bath with a

shower overhead, providing a spa-like experience where you can unwind and wash away the day. Prepare to be amazed by

the thoughtfully designed kitchen, boasting ample storage space for all your culinary needs. Equipped with top-of-the-line

appliances such as the Bellini dishwasher, Schott Ceran electric cooktop, and DeLonghi oven, this is a haven for any

aspiring chef.The living area, strategically located at the front of the house, is bathed in sunlight, giving it an inviting and

cheerful atmosphere. Whether you want to entertain guests or simply curl up with a good book, the sun-drenched living

area will become your favourite spot in the house. Just a few steps away, the porch provides the perfect setting for

savouring your morning coffee or enjoying a lazy afternoon with loved ones.As you venture out to the backyard, you'll be

greeted by an oasis of relaxation and fun. Immerse yourself in the inviting concrete saltwater pool, surrounded by private

and lush surroundings. Lounge by the poolside while listening to the gentle rustling of leaves. For families with children,

there's still ample space for them to frolic and play to their hearts' content in the sprawling yard. This sanctuary offers the

best of both privacy and natural beauty. It's an idyllic place to call home. Don't miss out on this opportunity to own a truly

remarkable property. Schedule a viewing today and let your dreams come to life in this truly exceptional home. Contact

Max Johnston on 0414 159 114.


